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Changing Service
Competitiveness in Market Place

Being competitive in the market is still an important characteristic
of an organizations success. However, since 2015 there has been a
13% increase in the importance and focus organizations give to
changing the means by which they deliver their services, while
being competitive in the market decreased a significant 13% in the
same period. Therefore, it is vital that organizations embrace a
resilient attitude and also integrate innovative tools that enhance
their connections and escalate the reach of their services.

New times require new delivery models and channels
Coming Home is the planet’s first dedicated interactive mobile
app with an included online case management system that
focuses on victims of trauma, including human trafficking.

Adapts to fit your
company's specific needs

Cost - Effective
Large storage
Organizations: Provide your clients, mentees, survivors and human trafficking victims a
reliable means of engagement with your programs.
Survivors seeking services are also able to find medical, life coaching, mental health and
mentoring services regardless of their situation once connected to a digital advocate.

Innovation is at the core of this new software
technology created by Dr. Brook Parker Bello, who gives
vision and heart to victim services by encouraging
other survivors of trauma that it’s never too late to
develop, build, and become a thought leader and
innovator after experiencing a lack of value or hope.

Overview

Coming Home Mentor Case Management System Syncs
with its Mobile App Companion
Digital communication is key for providers in victim services
while being essential for victims in times of need.

Mentor Case Management System

Assign Goals, Tasks, and Challenges
Which allign with Objectives,
Measurements and Outcomes.

Multiple Admin and Team Logins
Easily manage and
oversee team access.

Easily export data, mentee documentation, and more

Coming Home Mobile App
HT Tip Report: Victims in your care
can report with ease.
E-Learning: Link jobs and companies
for clients and mentees looking for
new employment.
Chat Feature: Safe, digital chatting
in realtime communication with the
online mentor case management
system.

